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Friends Night.  Our annual Friends Night at the
Oliver Observing Station has been postponed until
spring. The delay is because we haven’t completed a
project to make major changes to the electrical system,
and due to the unpredictable weather and the early rain
and snow (!), which have not helped the condition of the
road. So, weather permitting, we’ll schedule an evening in
the spring of 2012. In the meantime, please join us at the
holiday party in December.

Sunday, December 4, 4-8pm. Annual Holiday
Potluck at the Hamming Astronomy Center. RSVP to
883-1000.

On the Cover
An edge-illuminated glass plaque honors the many

foundations and Friends of MIRA who made the buildout
of the high bay possible. The MIRA logo is illuminated in
blue and the names in white. If  you didn’t see it at the party,
please come by to see our remodelling, the new second
floor, and the lovely plaque.

Summer 2011 Interns

Alex Cota, Evan Coleman, and Emily Bispo (l. to r.) at OOS with
new Friend of  MIRA Jim Pinckney.

Jaime de Anda (left) and Alex Cota. The 2011 interms missed
working in the newly remodelled high bay by about two weeks.

Evan Coleman and Dr. Whitney Shane. On the computer monitor to
the left of the bright star is the gravitational lens SBS 1520+530.
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To be an effective amateur astronomer, education and
training are essential. In the past, college astronomy courses
were limited to larger colleges which did not permit
individual course enrollment, and which cost a fair amount
of  money. Today, the open courseware academic move-
ment is providing college courses in all academic areas free
and online, at major universities across the country. These
sites are also beginning to provide free college courses and
college-like courses in astronomy. They include various
resources including online video lectures, slides, notes, and
other materials in complete course packages. The courses
below are the first in what will soon be a wave of online
astronomy courses that are free to the public.

Yale University
ASTR 160 - Frontiers and Controversies in Astro-

physics

http://oyc.yale.edu/astronomy/frontiers-and-controver-
sies-in-astrophysics/

This is a class for non-science majors. It explores three
particularly interesting areas of astronomy that are advanc-
ing very rapidly: extra-solar planets, black holes, and dark
energy. Particular attention is paid to current projects that
promise to improve our understanding significantly over the
next few years. It includes video and audio sessions from
each lecture, course notes, and other resources provided by
the professor. This class is part of  Yale University’s open
courseware program. It is free and all materials may be
downloaded.

Massachusetts Institute of  Technology
Hands-On Astronomy: Observing Stars and

Planets

http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/earth-atmospheric-and-
planetary-sciences/12-409-hands-on-astronomy-observing-
stars-and-planets-spring-2002/index.htm

This is a beginner’s course in observational astronomy.
It covers the background for and techniques of visual
observation, electronic imaging, and spectroscopy of  the
Moon, planets, satellites, stars, and brighter deep-space

objects. It presents a complete set of  lecture notes.

Massachusetts Institute of  Technology
Exploring Black Holes: General Relativity &

Astrophysics

http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/physics/8-224-exploring-
black-holes-general-relativity-astrophysics-spring-2003/
index.htm

This is an undergraduate course in black hole theory. It
covers basic and advanced theories of black holes and has
strong astrophysics content. The video lectures are excellent,
and while advanced in nature, this course gives valuable
insight into the science of  black holes. This is a part of
MIT’s open courseware initiative. Materials include lectures
in video format and resources.

National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Essential Radio Astronomy Course

http://www.cv.nrao.edu/course/astr534/ERA.shtml

Essential Radio Astronomy is a course which covers the
basics and advanced concepts in radio astronomy. This is a
web-based course.

Massachusetts Institute of  Technology
Physics and Chemistry of  the Terrestrial Planets

http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/earth-atmospheric-and-
planetary-sciences/12-002-physics-and-chemistry-of-the-
terrestrial-planets-fall-2008/index.htm

This is an undergraduate course which focuses on the
structure, composition, and physical processes governing the
terrestrial planets, including their formation and basic orbital
properties. Topics include plate tectonics, earthquakes,
seismic waves, rheology, impact cratering, gravity and
magnetic fields, heat flux, thermal structure, mantle convec-
tion, deep interiors, planetary magnetism, and core dynam-
ics.

Donna’s second article on internet astronoomy will appear in the
Winter 2011 issue. --Ed.

Internet Astronomy 2011
I. Online Learning Resources

by Dr. Donna A. Dulo
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Buildout of  the Hamming A
is Com

Gordon Jones, Chairman of  the MIRA Board of  D

Wow! It’s finally done.  In 1992, twenty years after MIRA started
Compton, we applied through the Department of Education for bui
Marina campus.   The site seemed perfect, with a large shop, office a
student observatory.  There was a very large room that we called the h
would expand as we needed more space for astronomers and studen

The first support, mostly from the Hoover Foundation, was need
1998, Wanda Hamming gave a large grant to start the fundraising for
tronomy Center was born.  The Ralph Knox Foundation, while conc
program, also helped with early fundraising for the Astronomy Cente

However, with the MIRA staff focusing on our educational and 
until the Monterey Peninsula Foundation made a major gift in 2006.  
Foundation, Kenneth & Constance Hess, the Nancy Buck Ransom F
Meanwhile, other organizations including the Yellow Brick Road, the 
were contributing to the support of  our education programs.

Finally, with careful work by contractor Jeff  Odell and architect 
could afford.  Construction went very smoothly this summer and lon
touches for the grand opening party on 30 September, celebrating th

Now we are looking forward to putting this space to work with 
continuing journey—many thanks to all who contributed to the proje

Connie and Ken Hess with MIRA co-founder Craig Chester.

MIRA docents Brian Jacobson (left) and Jim Eagle.

Dr. Bruce Weaver acknowledges applause at the High Bay reception.
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Astronomy Center High Bay
mplete!

irectors, speaks at the reception inugurating the new facility.

d in Monterey, and instigated by long-time Board member Patti
ildings vacated by the Ft. Ord closure that are now the MIRA
and classroom, and a small building later to be converted to the
high bay.  From the moment we saw it, we knew this was where we
nts.

ded to bring the buildings up to then current building codes, and in
r the badly needed work area, and the Richard W. Hamming As-
entrating on making the shop the center of  our instrumentation
er.

research programs, the fundraising for the new floor went slowly
They were soon joined by the Harden Foundation, the TABASGO

Foundation, Jeff  and Patti Odell, and many Friends of  MIRA.
Chapman Foundation, and Monterey Peninsula Volunteer Services

Paul Davis Sr., we were able to come up with a design that we
ng hours by Tami Huntley and the MIRA crew put on the finishing
his great new work space for students and astronomers.

astronomers and students.  This was a major milestone on our
ect.

Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

Gordon Jones chats with Patti and Jeff  Odell.

Laura Cohan, Hazel Ross, and Tami Huntley (l. to r.) toast
MIRA’s new facility. Hazel, a MIRA co-founder, and Laura were

previous MIRA Administrators; Tami currently keeps things in
order.
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The Fall Sky
by Rod Norden

One of the best things that happens in the fall for
amateur astronomers is the end of Daylight Savings Time;
this gives us a much more convenient period of darkness to
use for observing.  After the excitement of  the summer
Milky Way with Scorpius and Sagittarius in the south
through Cygnus high overhead, the fall sky dominated by
Pegasus high overhead and an apparently empty southern
sky seems very boring.  Hiding just out of  sight, however,
are several very interesting objects that make fall observing
quite rewarding.

The South
Galactic Pole is not
far from Fomalhaut,
the lonely bright star
in the southeast
below Pegasus.

It is the bright-
est star in the
constellation Sculp-
tor, and one of the
few stars around
which planets have
been optically
detected.  When we
look toward one of
the Galactic Poles,
we are looking far
from the star clouds
of  the Milky Way
and therefore, we
can see objects with a minimum of obscuration from the
dust and gas so abundant in the galactic plane.  In the spring
months, we are treated with viewing so many galaxies in
Leo, Virgo, and Coma Berenices in the vicinity of  the North
Galactic Pole.

One of my favorite globular clusters is NGC 288,
located less than one degree from the South Galactic Pole.
It reminds me of our familiar summer globulars like M13
and M15 in a 6" to 8" telescope and can be found in
binoculars on a night with good transparency as we typically
experience on warm fall evenings here in California.

There are two excellent galaxies located close to the
SGP as well not far from NGC 288.  The 7th magnitude
galaxy NGC 253 is just over a degree away from the

globular.  I can see a mottled appearance of  its complex
dust lanes and spiral arms in my 18" reflector and it looks
good with much smaller telescopes.

If  you have an observing location with a good south-
ern horizon, there are two more very exciting galaxies in the
vicinity.  They are NGC 55 and NGC 300.  These galaxies
are located about ten degrees below and to the east of
Fomalhaut.  NGC 55 is a very elongated relatively bright
irregular galaxy that makes me wish to see it from farther

south on earth
where it would be
higher above the
horizon.  I have
read that it is
spectacular from
down south.  NGC
300 is a spiral and
reminds me of
M33 because of its
large size and low
surface brightness.

While we’re on
the subject of
objects with low
surface brightness,
there is one special
fall object that
everyone should
attempt to find.  It
is the Helix Nebula

(NGC 7293) located about ten degrees above and to the
west of  Fomalhaut just inside the constellation Aquarius.  It
is our largest planetary nebula at about half the diameter of
the Moon, but can be difficult to find because of its low
contrast with the background.  I found it easy to find with
100mm binoculars at 20x, but with your lowest magnifica-
tion (and a nebular filter) it should not be too difficult.

Planets

The Sun is becoming more active as we approach the
next solar cycle maximum.  If you have a SAFE method
for viewing sunspots or better, solar prominences in
hydrogen alpha, be sure to check the Sun each day.  There
have been several interesting prominences over the last
several weeks obvious in my small 40mm Coronado PST.

Globular cluster NGC 288. Pat and Chris Lee/Adam Block/NOAO/AURA/NSF
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Mercury reaches maximum evening elongation on 14

November, but remains very low in the west after sunset.
The planet will come to a much better maximum morning
elongation on 23 December.

Venus is drifting slowly away from the Sun in the
evening sky.  It will become more easily visible after sunset
during November and December.

Earth reaches the Winter Solstice on 21 December at
9:30pm PST (5:30 GMT on the 22nd).  Daylight Savings
Time finally ends on 6 November!

Mars increases its distance from the Sun in the early
morning hours moving from Taurus through Gemini to
Cancer by the end of  September.

Jupiter reaches opposition on 29 October almost at its
perihelion so the disk appears almost as large as possible.
With good seeing conditions and good optics, look carefully
at Jupiter’s Galilean moons for their very small disks (all less
than two arc seconds) and slightly different colors.

Saturn is in conjunction with the Sun on 13 October
and will reappear before sunrise late in the period with
north side of  Saturn’s rings open almost nine degrees.  By
the end of the year, it will rise a few hours after midnight
and be well seen before dawn.

Uranus continues to be visible most of the night
shining at 2.6 light hours from the Earth.  Its small bluish
disk is easily seen in small telescopes.  Use a finder chart to
make initial contact with it.

Neptune continues to be visible very near its original
discovery position back in 1846. I find it interesting to point
out to observers that it is approximately four light hours
from Earth.

Pluto continues to move in a very crowded portion of
the Milky Way.  You will need a very detailed finder chart,
since the 14.0 magnitude planet moves between M25 and
the edge of  M24, the giant star cloud in Sagittarius.  I’m
going to wait a few years until it reaches a less crowded area
of  the sky.

Meteor Showers

Unfortunately, all the more active or interesting showers
have some moonlight problems this fall. In October, the
Draconids peak near full Moon, but may produce an
outburst this year so it might be interesting to watch in spite
of the Moon. The major Orionids reached maximum on
October 21, with a last-quarter Moon interfering.  The
Leonids (16 November) are affected by a waning gibbous
Moon, as are December’s Geminid (24 December) meteor

shower.  In spite of  the Moon’s phase, it is still possible to
see some of  the shower’s brighter members.

Comets

Comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) should brighten from 7th
to 6th magnitude during the fall as it moves from Sagitta to
Hercules.  It is possible to detect its motion across the sky in
just a few hours.  As this was written (27 August), we
watched the comet move noticeably across central Sagitta in
just five hours.  Coma asymmetry, and a very short tail were
seen with the 36-inch Clark refractor at Lick Observatory,
but note the comet was seen very easily my 100mm binocu-
lars using magnifications from 20x to 40x.  The comet will
take an abrupt turn to the north on 26 October from its
westerly path.  Please check web sites for daily finder charts
or use your favorite planetarium software.

Please be aware that overall comet magnitudes are
averaged over the area of the coma and nucleus of the
comet, so a comet appears as a fainter smudge on the sky
than its magnitude would indicate.  Use as much aperture as
possible on these fuzzy objects.

Eclipses

A total lunar eclipse will occur before sunrise on the
night of  10-11 December.  The Moon enters the umbra at
4:46am PST (12:46 GMT) and we will catch a part of
totality before the Moon sets at dawn.
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Staff

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Oliver Observing Station under permit from the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture-Forest Service.

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Richard W. Hamming Astronomy Center and the Ralph Knox Shops
through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.

Friends of Membership
I would like to become a Friend of MIRA and receive the quarterly
MIRA Newsletter.
Enclosed is my membership donation of $_______________
In addition, I am making a special contribution of ________

$2500 Associates Circle                 $100 Sponsor
$1000 Associate                              $50 Family
$500 Patron                                    $35 Member
$250 Sustaining                               $15 Student
MIRA welcomes cor porate and business members. Contributions

are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City, State, Zip___________________________________

Phone/e-mail____________________________________

Visit our Web site and Field Trips to the Stars:
www.mira.org

E-mail us at mira@mira.org

RETURN SERVICE
REQUESTED

Welcome to our new Friends

Thanks!

Gordon Jones, Chair, Board of Directors
Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver, Astronomer & Director

Tami Huntley, Administrator
Dr. Arthur Babcock, Astronomer
Dr. Craig Chester, Astronomer
Dr. Martin Cohen, Astronomer

Dr. Donna Dulo, Docent
Dr. James Eagle, Docent

Zoe Gotch-Strain, Research Assistant
Brian Jacobson, Docent

Gary Love, Physicist
Jeffrey V. Middlebrook, OOS Caretaker

Jim Neeland, Volunteer Systems Administrator
Dr. Whitney Shane, Astronomer and Charles

Hitchcock Adams Fellow
Joanna Sorci, Librarian

Dr. Russell Walker, Astronomer

Billie Boles
Tara Clark

Vasily Kamyshanov
George Larsen
Karen Matteson

Jan Neal
Jim Pinckney

Dean Roddick
Christine Rowland

Mark Wheeler
Timothy Wright


